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Identity theft prevention tips 
Randy Henrick, DealerTrack 

 
Big ticket identity theft, including identity theft of autos, is on the rise.  The Red Flags Rule requires dealers to 
verify the identity of their customers.  This is a critical issue made even more so because lenders are required by 
the Red Flags Rule to look at accounts in their portfolio including delinquencies and write-offs to identify identity 
theft.  When some of the larger lenders identify a write-off as an identity theft (for example, a person who has 
come to the area for seasonal employment and then left with the vehicle), they will require dealers to 
repurchase the account even if the person made payments prior to defaulting.  No longer will a customer 
making one payment make the account a credit loss and insulate the dealer from repurchase liability.  Those 
days are over. 
 
There are essentially two types of identity thieves: traditional identity thieves who steal a real person’s identity 
and use it to max out their credit (about 20% of identity thieves) and synthetic identity thieves (people who 
combine elements of real people’s identity—your SSN, my birthday, someone else’s address—to create literally 
a fake person).  80% of identity thieves are of the synthetic variety and they are often the most difficult to spot 
because credit bureaus establish multiple credit files under a single Social Security number.  It is not uncommon 
for 20 people or more to be using the same SSN and each one will have a credit file with that SSN at the credit 
bureaus.  A 2011 study found 45 million people to be using fake Socials.  One person in Philadelphia was using 
445 of them. 
 
For this reason, it is important that dealers take the following steps to verify a customer’s identity: 
 

1.  For in-store customers, examine the customer’s personal identity documents to look for forgeries.  Try 
to get at least two photo IDs.  Second, look for unusual patterns of recent activity on a credit file.  
Someone who has recently applied for a large amount of credit or maxed out previously low-balance or 
inactive credit cards is a sign of a real identity thief.  Synthetic identity thieves also have credit files but 
they will typically be thinner with a shorter credit history.  Third, and most importantly, use an electronic 
identity verification service that matches information the customer gives on their credit application and 
drivers license to databases of identity fraud.  For example, such a service will tell you if the SSN is on 
the Death Master Index which means you probably have an identity thief because SSNs are not reused 
once the person dies.  Our service will tell you if this is probably the best person for the Social.  These 
services also have access to databases of fraudulent addresses, phone numbers, even identities of 
synthetic identity thieves, information a dealer would not be able to get on its own. 
 

2. For all Internet customers and for in-store customers where a dealer has doubts based on the steps 
listed above, a dealer should get knowledge-based authentication or “out-of-wallet” questions from the 
electronic identity verification service.  These questions are derived from information broker’s 
databases and public records and are not likely to be known from a lost wallet or a real person’s credit 
report.  Examples are giving you the names of 5 people and asking which one you know (one being your 
brother-in-law); giving you 5 street addresses and asking the counties in which each one exists (all being 
former residences, some going way back); asking what color and model of a car you drove in 2002 (from 
DMV records) and the like.  If a customer cannot answer all or all but one of the out-of-wallet questions, 
you have a problem.  Get another set if you are unsure. An Internet customer who may never come to 
your dealership must answer all of them correctly.  I tell dealers to treat Internet customers as “guilty 
until proven innocent” of identity theft.   Dealing with someone you will never see requires particular 
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due diligence because online identity theft dwarfs identity theft in person.  You won’t have original 
photo IDs and the person could be reading right off the real person’s credit report as well.  Out-of-wallet 
questions are a must. 
 

3. Focus on the facts identified in the electronic identity verification report and not the score.  Identity 
verification is about facts.  Prior to July 1 of this year, the first three digits of a Social Security number 
were linked to particular states.  A chart is attached.  Ask the customer what state they lived in when 
their Social was issued and see if they name the right state.  This is one that I know has worked for 
dealers in New York.  Ask the customer questions about the questionable facts the identity verification 
service reveals or ask the customer why all the recent changes in activity on their credit report.  You can 
always ask for more information, an original utility bill, a passport, a lease or original mortgage 
statement, anything that would identify the customer.  Try to link the facts in the electronic identity 
report to your dealership’s Red Flags.  Some Red Flags are more important than others.  A Social Security 
number on the Death Master File is probably the most important Red Flag.  Unless the customer has 
misstated or the dealer mistyped the SSN, this one will make it hard to proceed.  On the other hand, the 
service may report that the phone is not linked to the address.  30% of U.S. households don’t have land 
lines and use their cell phones as their home phone.  So this may be an easy Red Flag to resolve. 
 

4. A senior dealership officer (generally the person in charge of your Red Flags Program) should be 
involved in making the tough calls and talking to the customer.  Keep talking and asking questions until 
you are satisfied one way or the other.  Identity thieves like quick, easy transactions, will generally make 
the deal very attractive to the dealer, want to finance 100%, and get out fast.  They don’t want to be 
interrogated or asked a lot of identity-related questions and many will just walk out and go to the dealer 
down the street.  Same for Internet customers.  Always have a conversation with them and listen 
carefully for things like answering questions with questions, repeating themselves, getting frustrated or 
annoyed, or other indicia that they may be lying.  See slide 16 in the attached PowerPoint on identity 
theft for a list of things psychologists have identified as signs of people lying in conversations. 
 

5. At the end of the day, you will have to get enough information and enough explanations of troubling 
information to feel comfortable with the person’s identity.  Identity thieves are good but they can be 
frustrated.  Again, just diligence in the process will cause many of them to walk out. 
 

6. Train your people to follow the procedures in your Red Flags program and do so for every customer who 
is not personally known to the dealership’s senior officers.  Escalate questionable customers to your Red 
Flags Program Manager.   A sale to an identity thief can be an expensive proposition for a dealer.  The 
lender will make the dealer repurchase the contract and the vehicle will be long gone.  Probably put on a 
container to ship overseas or chopped up for parts within a matter of hours.  And don’t forget that 
illegal immigrants and people on the run create fake identities, pay for a while and then disappear.  I had 
a dealer in Utah call me to tell me that a national auto lender was demanding her dealership repurchase 
three contracts that the dealer originated over a year ago.  The lender had identified the customers as 
identity thieves.  Read your lender agreements carefully for recourse terms.  Lenders making you 
repurchase contracts are a much bigger risk than the FTC. 

 
Most customers will fly through the verification process.  It is the ones who don’t where you need to be sharp 
and address all the information that is troubling. 



SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ALLOCATIONS 

Since 1973, social security numbers have been issued by the central office of Social Security 
Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.  

The first three (3) digits of a person's social security number are determined by the ZIP Code of 
the mailing address shown on the application for a social security number. Prior to 1973, social 
security numbers were assigned by SSA field offices. The number merely established that 
his/her card was issued by one of the SSA offices in that State.  

THIS DATA IS STRICTLY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES  

The chart below shows the first 3 digits of the social security numbers assigned throughout the 
United States and its possessions.  

001-003 ...New 
Hampshire  

318-361 ...Illinois 516-517 ...Montana 
586 ...American 
Somoa 

004-007 ...Maine 362-386 ...Michigan 518-519 ...Idaho 
586 ...Philippine 
Islands 

008-009 ...Vermont 
387-399 
...Wisconsin 

520 ..........Wyoming  

010-034 
...Massachusetts 

400-407 ...Kentucky 521-524 ...Colorado  

035-039 ...Rhode Island 
408-415 
...Tennessee 

650-653*  

040-049 ...Connecticut 756-763* 525-585 ...New Mexico  

050-134 ...New York 416-424 ...Alabama 648-649  

135-158 ...New Jersey 
425-428 
...Mississippi 

526-527 ...Arizona  

159-211 ...Pennsylvania 587 600-601  

212-220 ...Maryland 588* 528-529 ...Utah  

221-222 ...Delaware 752-755* 646-647  

223-231 ...Virginia 429-432 ...Arkansas 530 ..........Nevada  

691-699* 676-679* 680  

232-236 ...West 
Virginia 

433-439 ...Louisiana 531-539 ...Washington  

232 ..........North 
Carolina 

659-665* 540-544 ...Oregon  



237-246 
404-448 
...Oklahoma 

545-573 ...California  

681-690* 449-467 ...Texas 602-626  

247-251 ...South 
Carolina 

627-645 574 ...........Alaska  

654-658 
468-477 
...Minnesota 

575-576 ...Hawaii  

252-260 ...Georgia 478-485 ...Iowa 750-751*  

667-675 486-500 ...Missouri 
 
577-579 ...District of 
Columbia 

700-728 ...Railroad 
Board** 

261-267 ...Florida 
501-502 ...North 
Dakota 

580 ..........Virgin Islands  

589-595 
503-504 ...South 
Dakota 

580-584 ...Puerto Rico  

268-302 ...Ohio 505-508 ...Nebraska 596-599  

303-317 ...Indiana 509-515 ...Kansas 
 
586 ..........Guam 

 

NOTE: The same area, when shown more than once, means that certain numbers have been 
transferred from one State to  
another, or that an area has been divided for use among certain geographic locations.  

Any number beginning with 000 will NEVER be a valid SSN.  

The information in the SSA records about an individual is confidential by law and cannot be 
disclosed except in certain very  
restricted cases permitted by regulations.  The application of a deceased individual is available, 
under the Freedom of Information Act and are good sources of information.  

* = New areas allocated, but not yet issued  

** 700-728 Issuance of these numbers to railroad employees was discontinued July 1, 1963.  
Source SSA, DHHS  

 



How Can You Tell if Someone is Lying?
Engage the customer in conversation to try to determine if 
they are lying.  
Difficult over the phone, but listen for:

• Pitch and tone – if someone speaks at a tempo that is out 
of character or unnatural,  especially if it changes mid-
sentence

• Long pauses between sentences or words.  Stuttering
• Repeating a question
• Diversions or avoiding a question
• Answering a question with a question
• Claiming interference with the cell phone line
• Repeating themselves in a confusing way
• Defensive or sarcastic attitude
• Follow your gut and your intuition

Summer
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Attachment: Slide 16 from DealerTrack presentation
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